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The Vauxhall Tigra campaign broke the rules of 
traditional car advertising. It not only demonstrated 
how newspapers can work for a female audience, 
but also how it made them re-think their 
perceptions of the brand. And with this achieved 
double the increase in brand commitment of other 
print media.

The full page colour newspaper campaign for 
Toyota Avensis successfully built quality credentials 
and brand preference. It used the emotional power 
of newspapers to convey smooth, quiet elegance, 
style and comfort. As a result the campaign almost 
doubled levels of brand involvement.

These two case studies challenge industry 
assumptions. They show the brand building power 
of engaging and involving automotive advertising  
in newspapers.
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National Newspapers 
and Motors

Our thanks go to the Toyota/Saatchi & Saatchi/Zenith Optimedia and the Vauxhall/Lowe/Initiative teams who worked 

very closely with us to deliver these striking campaigns.



Toyota Avensis

We knew that newspapers were a strong medium 
for reaching our male target audience, but I was 
initially unsure whether newspaper ads were ideal 
for communicating quality. Newspapers allowed 
us to build on the TV campaign and express the 
deeper quality story for Toyota Avensis.

I was particularly impressed by the way that the 
ads looked in the papers. The car clearly came 
across as stylish and elegant. 
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Robin Giles  
General Manager, Marketing Communications, Toyota plc
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    HEADLINES

•      The newspaper campaign outperformed re-running an existing,  
highly familiar TV commercial in further building:

–   Quality perceptions of Toyota Avensis 

–   Consumers’ knowledge of the brand

–   As well as their involvement with it

•      The campaign prompted a significant lift in the numbers who would 
consider buying the brand, driving brand commitment

•      Newspapers were twice as cost effective as the subsequent TV burst  
in generating brand familiarity and perceptions of quality

Strategic Role:  
Brand Values
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Newspaper creative

TV creative

Toyota Avensis: 
The Creative Work
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     THE TEST CAMPAIGN

The campaign consisted of  newspapers which ran between May 9th and June 5th 2005; 
followed by TV from late June to early August. A pre-wave of  brand tracking took place in  
late April, to establish brand fundamentals 2 months after last TV airing. Post-wave 1 in June 
followed the newspaper campaign. Post-wave 2 in late July/early August followed the TV burst.
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     ANALYSING THE RESULTS

The following analyses of  the brand’s position pre and post the campaign were undertaken:

 - Total sample  
 - Those exposed to Newspaper advertising only (NP solus) 
 - Those exposed to TV advertising only (TV solus) 
 - Those exposed to TV and Newspaper advertising (TV + NP)

Data is provided at ‘Top 2 box’ level unless specified: Hall & Partners’ metrics are based on a 5 or 
6 point scale to measure the strength of  the brand relationship or advertising response. Top 2 Box 
is agreement at the most positive (strongest) end of  the scale.

     SAMPLE DETAILS

 •   Men ABC1 (90%) & C2DE (10%), 25-55 years old
 •   Company car owners (60%) & Private car owners (40%)
 •   Must have bought/had car bought for them as new in past 2 years or intend to get a car  

in next 2 years within price bracket £14-21K
 •   Pre-wave: 302
 •   Post-wave 1: 559
 •   Post-wave 2: 418

     WHAT THE CLIENT WANTED TO TEST

To evaluate the effectiveness of  newspapers in building quality credentials for the Toyota 
Avensis brand that could in turn lead to increased identification and strengthened consideration 
(compared to an extra burst of  existing TV copy). 

The research sample was chosen by Toyota. The main advertising and brand metrics used  
were designed and tested by Hall & Partners in NMA quantitative and qualitative research 
in 2004. The rest of  the questionnaire was designed by Toyota and based upon their specific 
brand objectives.

    CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

The campaign was designed to:

- drive consumer awareness and presence for the Toyota Avensis  
- increase consideration and preference among the target group of  men aged 35-45 in   
 the market for a car in the £14-21k price bracket 
- highlight the matchless build quality, quietness and advanced diesel technology of   
 the Avensis through the creative work

    MEDIA STRATEGY

Media spend for the Avensis in 2004 was £8.3m, leading to pole position in the sector for 
brand awareness, and increased consideration levels and sales. In 2005 reduced budget 
allocations meant each media choice needed to make a substantive and demonstrable 
contribution to brand objectives. 

Toyota’s total newspaper spending has increased from 6.4% of  their total expenditure in 2001,  
to 28.3% in 2005 (Source: NMR 2001-2005). Almost 70% of  Toyota’s national press spending 
had historically been allocated to tactical “call to action” advertising.

The Avensis newspaper campaign consisted of  two full page colour ads, placed in the news and 
sports sections to link directly with the target audience’s key interests. A separate 30 second TV 
campaign followed, using previously aired copy (this had accumulated 500 TVRs prior to the test).

    THE MARKETPLACE

Toyota Avensis competes in the fiercely contested D-segment of  the car market which also 
includes the Laguna, Vectra, Passat, BMW 3-Series, Mondeo and Peugeot 407.

The D-segment of  the car market is known to provide quality and style as standard. The 
challenge is to establish distinctive strengths that build to a real appreciation of  quality difference. 

 

Toyota Avensis:  
The Detail
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Media TV

Newspapers

Research 
Dates

Pre-wave 

Post-wave 1

Post-wave 2

2005 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul  Aug 



    NEWSPAPERS DELIVER BRAND NEWS

The newspaper ads provided interesting and relevant new news and as the chart here shows 
also engendered 10% points more re-appraisal than TV solus at Top 2 box level. 

 

   ...WHICH DRIVES PERCEPTIONS OF TOYOTA’S 
LEADERSHIP

Brand salience (a sense of  Toyota Avensis’ leadership and dynamism) was also significantly 
heightened as a result of  people seeing the newspaper campaign (53% for newspaper 
recognisers vs 32% for non-recognisers at Post-wave 1). TV evidenced no incremental effect  
on this measure at Post-wave 2.

   NEWSPAPERS BUILD CONSUMERS’ EMOTIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT

Toyota’s strategy was to use quality strengths of the Avensis to build brand identification – and 
eventually preference – among prospective car buyers. The newspaper campaign achieved 
a significant movement on brand involvement. The level of positive emotional connection 
among people who had seen newspaper ads was 17% points higher than pre-campaign levels.

 The newspapers also achieved a lasting effect. Although overall gains in brand involvement 
were not maintained by the TV campaign that followed, people who had seen both newspaper 
and TV ads showed 8% points more brand involvement than TV solus recognisers.
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   NEWSPAPERS MORE POWERFUL THAN TV IN 
DRIVING QUALITY PERCEPTIONS

Newspapers outperformed a further burst of  TV in delivering the primary objective of  
improved quality perceptions for Toyota Avensis. Among newspaper solus recognisers at Post-
wave 1, 58% acknowledged a positive quality differential for Avensis versus other cars (22% 
points difference from Pre-wave). Among the TV solus recognisers at Post-wave 2, 42% noted  
a positive quality difference (6% points difference from Pre-wave).

Overall, at the total level, the Avensis’ quality image rose 3% points following the newspaper 
campaign at Post-wave 1. This momentum was not sustained by the later TV burst, measured 
at Post-wave 2.

   ...BY CREATING A MORE MULTI-FACETED 
APPRECIATION OF WHAT QUALITY MEANS 

Newspaper advertising created significant shifts across a range of  key strategic attributes, most 
notably raising appreciation of  the Avensis’ trademark quietness and superior diesel engine, as 
well as conveying a feeling of  quality. Qualitative research identified the visual power of  the 
newspaper ads – strongly evocative, simple and confident images – that conveyed quietness, 
comfort, impressive sleekness and style.
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Brand Quality 
‘better than the others’ 

Pre to Post % points increase 
from Pre-wave

Total 
sample 

Pre-wave

NP solus 
Post-wave 

1

TV solus 
Post-wave 

2 

36

58

42

Toyota Avensis:  
The Findings

+22

+6

“ The paper aircraft gives the impression of  a quiet, graceful, silent journey...
it’s quite clever actually.”

“ Executive...you think when you get inside a quality car like that you will be  
very comfortable. Quiet...very secure...a very confident car.”

Source: Research Plus, September 2005

“If  you were thinking about a new car you 
would definitely read that...and it hasn’t got 
too much text so you would read it all.”

Source: Research Plus, September 2005

Re-appraisal 
‘Surpising…changes the way I think’ 

Advertising response strength (%)

NP solus 
Post-wave 

1

TV solus 
Post-wave 

2

TV + NP 
Post-wave 

2 

31

25
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   ADDING NEWSPAPERS DRIVES STRONGER  
BRAND KNOWLEDGE

People exposed to the newspaper campaign were 3 times more likely to acknowledge brand 
familiarity at the highest level: 21% for recognisers versus 7% for non-recognisers (Top 2 box).  

Following the TV burst at Post-wave 2 people who saw both TV and newspaper ads felt 
substantially more knowledgeable about the Toyota Avensis than TV solus recognisers.

Brand Involvement 
‘emotional identification’ 

Pre to post % points increase 
from pre-wave at 19%

NP solus 
Post-wave 

1

TV + NP 
Post-wave 

2

+17

+7

-1

TV solus 
Post wave 

2

Brand Familiarity 
‘I know about them’ 

% points at Post-wave 2

35

55

TV solus TV + NP



Conclusion

National newspapers are the attention channel, where readers 
seek new information and positively enjoy gaining insight and 
understanding. The Avensis newspaper campaign successfully 
plugged into that mood. It communicated motivating new 
information and built brand values to move readers up the 
consideration chain.

The creative had visual elegance and strategic clarity. Each  
ad selected a key quality dimension and delivered just the 
right amount of information in just the right tone. The visuals 
generated stylish imagery for Avensis. People who saw the 
campaign felt considerably more knowledgeable and 
emotionally connected with the brand.

The newspaper campaign engaged the consumer and forced  
a re-appraisal of the Avensis, increasing the brand’s sense of 
dynamism and leadership. The result was that recognisers  
had strong levels of commitment to the brand.

The newspaper campaign for Toyota Avensis delivered 
strongly against the client’s marketing and communication 
objectives. And it did this better and more cost effectively  
than re-running the existing TV commercial.
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Seeing the newspaper ads had a dramatic effect on consideration and preference patterns for the Avensis:

52% of  newspaper recognisers expressed positive commitment to consider the Avensis (Top 3 box)  
compared to 29% of  non-recognisers of  the ads. 3 times as many agreed the Avensis would be the first,  
or one of  the first they’d consider - 18% versus 6% (Top 2 box). Rejection levels also decreased  
significantly, so that the overall effect of  the newspaper campaign was to move people up the  
consideration chain.
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Toyota Avensis:  
The Findings

Post-wave 1 
NP solus

Post-wave 2 
TV solus

Brand Familiarity (%) 56 35

Brand Quality (%) 58 42

Cost (£ Thousands) 1022 1386

Cost per % Familiarity(£ Thousands) 18.3 39.6

Cost per % Quality (£ Thousands) 17.6 33.0

Non-Recognisers NP Recognisers
 Post-wave 1

6

29
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52Brand Commitment %  
 ‘purchase consideration’ 
Newspaper recognisers vs non-recognisers

     NEWSPAPERS BOOST PREFERENCE LEVELS

     NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS – A COST EFFICIENT 
MEDIUM

2%
4%

23%

20%

20%

29%

1%

2%

16%

34%

15%

14%

18%

1%

It’s my preferred car and the first car I’d consider buying

It’s one of  the first I’d consider getting

It’s one of  a number I’d consider

It’s one I might consider but it’s not one of  my preferred cars

It’s not one I’d consider initially but I wouldn’t rule it  
out completely

It’s not one I’d ever consider getting

Don’t know

Top 2 Box total

Top 3 Box total

National newspapers proved a cost-efficient medium for developing depth of  knowledge and 
quality credentials. The cost of  achieving each % point of  brand familiarity and brand  
quality among the solus newspaper sample was half  the cost delivered by the subsequent solus 
TV, which did not benefit from fresh creative.

At Post-wave 2, the re-run TV ad did not produce a comparable effect on brand commitment. 
However, those who’d seen both the newspaper ad and then the TV campaign were 5% points 
more committed than those seeing TV only.



    HEADLINES

 •   A multi-media campaign harnessed the power of national newspapers  
to build brand commitment to Vauxhall Tigra:

 –   Double the increase in brand commitment was achieved amongst  
the core target audience of 25-35 year old women after the  
newspaper campaign versus that achieved after the magazines  
and poster campaign

 –   For the wider female audience (25-65s) the strongest brand 
commitment was amongst the newspaper advertising recognisers –  
10% points more than recognisers of the poster campaign

 •   Newspapers drove a 39% uplift in unique visitors to Tigra pages on  
the Vauxhall website

 •   The newspaper ads worked hardest of all the print media to drive  
re-appraisal and brand values

 •   Newspapers clearly reinvigorated consumers’ perceptions of the  
Tigra brand

 •   The overall campaign strengthened perceptions of the Vauxhall marque  
for all groups

Strategic Role:  
Brand Values/Re-appraisal
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Vauxhall Tigra

The Tigra newspaper campaign challenged many 
of the preconceptions people have about newspaper 
advertising. We had a young female target audience, 
the task was to build brand values and re-appraisal, 
and we ran unconventional advertising for the 
category. But on key measures, it worked.
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Martin Lay  
Marketing Planning and Research Manager, Vauxhall.
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Vauxhall Tigra: 
The Creative Work

16

Poster creative example

Magazine creative example

Newspaper creative
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     THE TEST CAMPAIGN

The test campaign was preceded by cinema activity from 21st January to 31st March 2005. 
The test itself  consisted of  magazines throughout March – September 2005; posters in the fi rst 
2 weeks of  April; online from May to July and newspapers from 4th to 31st July 2005. 

Brand tracking research took place before and after posters, then before and after newspapers. 
Changes between Wave 1a and Wave 1b could be attributed to posters and magazines.

Magazines and online were fully assessed at Wave 2a (and recognition monitored thereafter). 
Brand metrics dipped at this stage. Hall and Partners therefore attributed movements between 
Wave 2a and 2b to the addition of  the new newspaper campaign.

     ANALYSING THE RESULTS

The following analyses of  the brand’s position were undertaken: 

 –   Total sample, women 25-65  
 –   Core target, women 25-35 
 –   Those exposed to Poster advertising (P)
 –   Those exposed to Magazine advertising (M)
 –   Those exposed to Newspaper advertising (NP)

Data is usually provided at Top 2 Box level: Hall & Partners’ metrics are based on a 5 or 6 
point scale to measure the strength of  the brand relationship or advertising response. Top 2 
Box is agreement at the most positive (strongest) end of  the scale.

     SAMPLE DETAILS

ABC1 Women 25-65 yrs old (100 quota on 25-35) planning to buy a new car in the next 3 years

 •  Wave 1a: 205 
 •  Wave 1b: 477 
 •  Wave 2a: 194
 •  Wave 2b: 869

Research
Dates

Media
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     WHAT THE CLIENT WANTED TO TEST

To evaluate the ability of  newspapers to fulfi l a brand building role, provoking re-appraisal 
and thereby increasing consideration among a young female audience. (As opposed to the 
conventional retail/price ads normally associated with newspaper advertising). To assess the 
specifi c contribution of  newspapers versus magazines and posters.

The research sample was chosen by Vauxhall. The main advertising and brand metrics used 
were designed and tested by Hall & Partners in NMA qualitative and quantitative research in 
2004. The rest of  the questionnaire was designed by Vauxhall and based upon their specifi c 
brand objectives.

     CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

Overall, the client wanted an innovative campaign to announce the arrival of  the new-look 
Tigra and create a buzz among the core target of  women aged 25-35, through conveying a 
sense of  style and attitude. The newspaper ads were designed to build on the strong ‘Two seats, 
use them wisely’ cinema and magazine creative.

A further key aim was to enhance the way people felt about the Vauxhall parent brand.

     MEDIA STRATEGY

Following the initial cinema burst, Vauxhall chose a multi-media campaign consisting of  full 
page colour newspaper ads, DPS colour magazine ads, online creative and 96 sheet posters 
to provide optimum reach, frequency and impact against the young upmarket female 
target audience.

Newspapers complemented other media in the Tigra campaign by providing considerably 
higher reach. Newspapers achieved 75% coverage of  the core target of  ABC1 25-35 females. 
Cinema reached around 20%, posters 28% and magazines 15% of  the target, up to Wave 2a 
of  research in June.

     THE MARKETPLACE

Vauxhall is currently the second-biggest car manufacturer by volume in the UK market and 
has successfully grown its share of  a diffi cult market to 13.3% (Source: SMMT, August 2005). 

The Vauxhall Tigra was originally launched in 1994. The sporty new two-seater convertible 
hard-top Tigra was launched in November 2004, supported by a cinema commercial.

Vauxhall Tigra:
The Detail

Cinema

Outdoor

Magazines

Newspapers

Wave1a

Wave1b

Wave2a

Wave2b

2005 Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept
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     NEWSPAPERS PERFORM BEST IN BUILDING 
BRAND COMMITMENT

Overall commitment to the brand among the total sample increased steadily, from 19% placing 
the Vauxhall Tigra among their consideration set at the close of  cinema advertising, through to 
23% at the end of  the test campaign (Top 3 Box). 

Recogniser analysis shows newspapers delivering the strongest impact on preference, with 34% 
of  newspaper recognisers prepared to consider buying the Tigra, compared to 24% for those 
seeing the posters and 31% for the magazine sample. 

     ...ESPECIALLY FOR YOUNG WOMEN

Among the young female core target, newspapers achieved double the increase in consideration 
than that of  posters and magazines together. 

Initially, commitment was raised from 26% to 29% by posters and magazines combined, but 
magazines alone did not sustain the improvement, and commitment levels fell by 6% points until 
the addition of  the newspapers reinvigorated consideration, driving it up again by 6% points.
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Vauxhall Tigra: 
The Findings

Brand Commitment  
‘purchase consideration’ 
Campaign recognisers vs non-recognisers 
Pre vs Post %

Brand Commitment  
‘purchase consideration’ 
Among core target of 25-35 year old women 
% points change between waves

 Total sample Non- NP P M 
  Campaign 
  recognisers

34

2019
24

31

Post waves

 Wave 1a Wave 1b  Wave 2a Wave 2b

23

2929
26

+3 (-6) +6

Posters & Magazines
Magazines 

only
Newspapers 

“ They’re saying it’s a trendy car to have – 
the style of  the ad, it’s funny and it comes 
at it with a sense of  humour.”

“ More appealing than a double page glossy 
ad of  a glamour puss with the roof  down 
– it’s more fun, and more funny so I can 
relate to that.”Source: Julie Davey qualitative research, July 2005

Re-appraisal 
‘Surprising…changes the way I think’ 

Advertising response strength %

P M NP

32

44

29

Top 3 Box

Wave 1a (Pre)

       NEWSPAPERS DRIVE 39% INCREASE IN TIGRA WEB 
TRAFFIC

Visits to the Tigra pages of  Vauxhall’s website were analysed by Sophus3, comparing 
advertised and non-advertised periods. After accounting for effects of  online advertising, 
analysis showed the newspaper campaign created an impressive 39% uplift in unique visitors to 
the Tigra pages.

       NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS WORK HARDEST AT 
DRIVING RE-APPRAISAL

Vauxhall’s key goal was to evaluate newspaper advertising’s ability to prompt re-appraisal and 
build brand values, as a precursor to generating higher brand commitment.

As shown in the accompanying chart, the newspaper ads worked hardest at driving brand 
re-appraisal. People thought the ads ‘funny’, ‘clever’ and ‘original’, and the car came across as 
‘sporty’, ‘stylish’ and ‘playful’. 

Both Hall and Partners’ tracking and qualitative groups noted some polarising views due to the 
distinctive tone and style. But the overall effect was positive – unconventional creative in the 
newspaper context resonated strongly with respondents. 44% of  recognisers agreed that the 
advertising was surprising and changed the way they thought about Vauxhall Tigra.

 

Non-advertised 
period

NP campaign 
period

Tigra Website Pages 
Unique Visitors Daily Average

+39%



Conclusion

Newspapers effectively fulfilled a brand building and 
re-appraisal role for Vauxhall Tigra. The study shows 
how well newspapers can work against both the female 
audience and a younger demographic. Newspapers 
delivered both independently and as part of a multi-media 
mix. And made an important contribution to brand 
involvement, quality perceptions and commitment.

The biggest success of all was to increase commitment 
among the core target of 25-35 year old women by double 
the amount achieved by posters and magazines.

Conventional thinking is that newspapers can only fulfil  
a ‘call to action’ role, rational and masculine in tone.  
The Tigra case shows that newspaper advertising 
really can deliver for brand building and re-appraisal 
campaigns, and for a female audience.

The Tigra ads broke the traditional rules of newspaper 
advertising for cars and dispensed with sports car clichés.  
The campaign understood the attention women pay to their 
newspaper and the very personal role their paper plays in 
their lives. The creatives delivered entertaining ads, ads 
with attitude that were emotionally engaging, drawing the 
audience in to identify more closely with the brand.
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     BRAND VALUES ENHANCED BY NEWSPAPER 
ADVERTISING

Similarly, the newspaper ads had the highest effect on brand values: 38% of  the newspaper 
sample felt more connected with the brand as a result of  seeing the ads, compared to 31% for 
posters and magazine campaigns.

Qualitative research indicated that the newspaper advertising’s ability to provoke an emotional 
reaction created this strong sense of  identification.

      NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS REGENERATE ALL 
BRAND MEASURES:

 •   Newspapers strengthen involvement 

  Newspapers and magazines evoked greater brand involvement than posters: a +11%  
point increase on the Wave 1a score versus a +6% point increase for the posters.

 •   Newspapers work strongly in the media mix to
 enhance brand quality and salience...

  The strongest change through the campaign was in brand quality – a measure of  the 
Tigra’s functional capabilities – up 9% points from Wave 1a to Wave 2b. Opinion of  the 
Vauxhall Tigra’s market position improved by 5% points overall due to each print medium 
in the mix driving brand salience.

 •   ...and to raise parent marque perceptions

  Overall, the proportion of  people agreeing that Vauxhall Tigra ‘enhances the way I feel 
about Vauxhall’ rose by 6% points. Newspapers (+15% points) and magazines (+20% 
points) performed more strongly than posters (+7% points).
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Vauxhall Tigra: 
The Findings

Brand Involvement 
‘emotional identification’ 

% points 

Wave 1a 
(Pre)

P M N 

17

22

11

22+6

+11 +11

Post waves

Brand Values 
‘Helps me connect with the brand’ 

Advertising response strength (%)

P M NP

31

38

31



For more information about advertising  
in national newspapers contact:

Newspaper Marketing Agency

175 Piccadilly
London W1J 9EN
020 7182 1700
www.nmauk.co.uk
Email: effectiveness@nmauk.co.uk

Maureen Duffy Chief  Executive
Anne Foster Planning Director
Nigel Bromley Senior Marketing Manager
Grace Bowman Marketing Manager 
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